Breaking the mold: understanding the evolution and development of lateral organs in diverse plant models.
The formation of complex three-dimensional shape differs significantly between plants and animals due to the presence of the cell wall in the former, which prevents all cell migration. Instead, in lateral plant organs such as leaves or petals, shape is controlled by a series of developmental phases in which the organ acquires polarity, cells undergo proliferation, and, lastly, cells expand to their final shape and size. Although these processes were first described based on mutagenesis approaches in major model systems like Arabidopsis thaliana, further insight into their complexity is best provided by studies of natural variation in organ shape in alternative model systems that sample a broader range of plant form. Weaving together work from both forward and evolutionary genetics, this review focuses on how modification in polarity establishment, cell proliferation and cell expansion drives modifications in the fundamental lateral organ developmental program to create diversity in shape.